
Senior Android Engineer

After an exciting year, OkHi is looking for the best Android 
developer in Kenya. Seriously. If you can fly or glow in the dark 
that’s a plus. (Not required).

www.okhi.com
teamokhi@okhi.co
The Garage, Lavington, Nairobi, Kenya

Ok... Hi’

A Nairobi based startup that wants to solve the 

lack of physical address system in Kenya and 

beyond. We are building the next generation of 

a physical address system, which will increase 

commerce through better logistics, save lives 

through improved emergency services and grow 

access to finance through a better identity system. 

There are more people in the world without a 

physical address than with. 4 billion people in fact. 

It’s our mission to empower them with an address 

that works.

At OkHi...

As one of the first employees at OkHi, you’ll be 

in control of your destiny as well as being an 

instrumental influence in shaping our culture.

 

We work hard and play nicely to ensure our daily 

environment is a happy, open and collaborative 

place. A space we look forward to working in, with 

people we enjoy spending time with.

We take lunch very seriously – it’s the only thing 

we’re not lean about. Good food and the shared 

experience of eating together is really important 

to us. 

We’re also flexible about work hours, holidays and 

enjoy explaining the origins of our kooky name.

OkHi is a truly mobile first company. To date we have built rapid 

prototypes using PhoneGap but we’ve reached the limitations of the 

framework. We now want to unlock the full potential of Android’s 

native platform to build a magical user experience that people can’t 

live without.

The OkHi Android Engineer will join our two kickass engineers to 

build out the OkHi product and platform. We work in lean hypothesis 

sprints which you will help drive from idea generation to product 

release. You will work closely with our backend engineer to define 

the APIs the app needs, as well as our talented experience designer 

to ensure the interaction and visual design create an amazing user 

experience.

Specifics

• Deep experience in Android engineering 

• Interest in Android best practices and Material Design

• Product stewardship for fast and scalable client/server architecture

• Focus on application performance (battery life, memory)

• Thoughtful and testable code

• Comfortable with shared codebases, using GitHub

The role

Amazing! Get in touch now and please include your CV, links to your work, poems, tracklists etc.

Great! We love and value introductions. Please send this job description onto your people.

Let’s talk. Send us a message about what you’re interested in. We’d love to chat to you.

This sounds great, tell me more!

I know someone who could do this

Not quite for me, but I’m interested in OkHi
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